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ABSTRACT
Automating the postmortem identification of deceased indi-
viduals based on dental characteristics is receiving increased
attention especially with the large number of victims encoun-
tered in mass disasters. An automated dental identification
system compares the teeth present in multiple digitized den-
tal records in order to access their similarity. The primarystep
in such a system is the estimation of the contour of each tooth
in order to permit efficient feature extraction. Extractingthe
contour of the teeth is a very challenging task and has received
inadequate attention in the literature. In this paper, the task of
teeth contour extraction is accomplished using active contour
without edges. This technique is based on the intensity of
the overall region of the tooth image and, therefore, does not
necessitate the presence of a sharp boundary between teeth.
Further, this technique can extract the region contour in the
presence of additive noise and in the absence of well-defined
image gradients. Experimental results indicate the benefits of
the proposed approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Forensic Odontology is a branch of forensic science that ap-
plies dental knowledge to civil and criminal investigations.
Dental features are primary candidates for Postmortem (PM)
human identification, since they resist the early decay of body
tissues and withstand severe environmental conditions [1]. In
1997, the Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) divi-
sion of the FBI created a Dental Task Force (DTF) to fos-
ter the creation of an Automated Dental Identification System
(ADIS) [2]. The schematic diagram of such a system is il-
lustrated in Figure 1. ADIS is expected to provide automated
search and matching capabilities for digitized radiographs and
photographic dental images so as to generate a short match
list that would assist dental forensic experts in identifying
(deceased) individuals. Recent work in ADIS reveals three
challenging segmentation problems. First, the digitized den-
tal X-ray record of a person often consists of multiple films,as
shown in Figure 2(a). Thus, theglobal segmentation problem
consists of cropping a composite digitized dental record into
its constituent films [3, 4]. Second, each cropped film will
contain multiple teeth, as shown in Figure 2 (b). Thelocal
segmentation problem involves isolating each tooth segment

(as a rectangular entity) in order to facilitate the subsequent
extraction of features like contours of the crown and root1

for tooth classification and identification. Third, the contour
of each tooth has to be estimated from individual isolated seg-
ments. Extracting the contour of an individual tooth is a very
important step in automated dental classification and iden-
tification. In [5], Jain and Chen, propose a semi-automatic
contour extraction method. The crown center is first marked
within the tooth segment and an edge detection procedure is
used to extract the contour of teeth. In [6], Chen and Jain
extract the teeth contour using active contour models. They
introduced a new dynamic energy term that permitted the di-
rectional snake [7] to discriminate the boundary between ad-
jacent teeth. Zhou and Abdel-Mottaleb [8] also used active
contour models (based on snakes) for extracting the contour
of the teeth. Active contour models based on edges are driven
by the gradient of the image intensities. In many dental im-
ages, the gradient between the teeth and the background is
not prominent and, hence, such techniques will not be able
to accurately extract the tooth contour. Also, snake-based
schemes rely on a parametric representation of the contour.
Parametric representations typically fail to evolve in noisy
conditions [9]. Further, parametric contours may not be able
to split and merge upon encountering local minima in the re-
gion of interest ( [10], [11], [12], [13]). To address this lim-
itation, Chan and Vese [14] proposed a novel technique us-
ing active contour without edges based on the Mumford-Shah
functional for image segmentation [15]. In this paper the ac-
tive contour without edges technique is utilized to trace the
contour of the teeth. This technique is observed to be ro-
bust to discrepancies in the gradient of the images. Moreover,
since it is based on the characteristic of the overall regionof
the tooth image, it is possible to extract a very smooth and
accurate tooth contour using this technique. The initial con-
tour can reside in any part of the image and does not have to
be in the vicinity of the boundary of the tooth as is necessary
in the case of snakes. Experimental results on dental images
confirm the efficacy of the technique.

1The crown is the part of the tooth that lies above the gum line while the
root resides below the gum line.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of ADIS.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. ADIS segmentation:
(a) Global segmentation (cropping on the film corners); (b) Local segmentation (teeth isolation).
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2. TEETH CONTOUR EXTRACTION USING
ACTIVE CONTOURS WITHOUT EDGES

Fig. 3. Evolution of the active contour without edges.

The dental X-ray film is assumed to be a gray-scale image
denoted byX(i, j) ∈ [0, 255] where(i, j) ∈ Ω = [1, H ] ×
[1,W ] (H,W are the height and width of the film). To detect
the contour of a tooth, a novel method based on active con-
tours without edges [14] has been used. This is a region based
segmentation technique where the evolution of the contour is
guided by a model fit error term. The image is assumed to be
made of two regions, viz., the foreground and background of
approximately piecewise constant distinct intensities say I0

0

andI1
0 , respectively. LetC0 be the contour separating the two

regions. Let the energy of the fitting be defined as

E(C) =

∫

inside(C)

|I0(x, y) − c1|
2dxdy+

∫

outside(C)

|I0(x, y) − c2|
2dxdy

(1)

whereC is any contour in the image, andc1 andc2 are the
mean intensities of the image,I0, inside and outside of the
contourC, respectively. The above equation will be mini-
mized only when the contourC = C0, i.e., when the contour
C is segmenting the boundary of the object. It will be non-
zero when the contour is either inside or outside the object.
Letψ be defined as a signed distance function from the curve
C. Thus,

ψ(x, y) =











0 if (x,y) is on the curve;

< 0 if (x,y) is inside the curve;

> 0 if (x,y) is outside the curve.

(2)

ψ is the implicit representation of the curveC and is called
as the embedding function as it embeds the evolution ofC.
The embedding function evolves from inside the tooth image
under the influence of the above mentioned model fit error
term. It terminates on the boundary of the tooth. The con-
tour is initialized as a circle at the center of the image. The

evolution equation is then given by [14]:

∂ψ

∂t
= [µdiv(

△ψ

|△ψ|
) − (λ1(I0 − c1)

2+

λ2(I0 − c2)
2)],

whereλ1, λ2 andµ are constants2. The first term (curvature
of the curve),div( △ψ

|△ψ| ), is calculated as:

div(
△ψ

|△ψ|
) = −

ψxxψ
2
y − 2ψxψyψxy + ψyyψ

2
x

(ψ2
x + ψ2

y)
3

2

,

whereψx is the gradient of the image in the x direction;ψy is
the gradient in the y direction;ψxx is the2nd order derivative
in the x direction;ψyy is the2nd order derivative in the y di-
rection; andψxy is the2nd order derivative first in the x direc-
tion and then in the y direction. The curvature term provides
the smoothing constraints on the evolution of the contour by
minimizing the total curvature of the contour. The second
term, the model fit error term, drives the evolution of the con-
tour. The model fit error is minimized when the contour di-
vides the image in such a way that the mean intensitiesc1 and
c2 have the maximum difference. Thus, sharp edges are not
necessary for the successful operation of the algorithm.

In some dental images a part of the neighboring tooth may
also be erroneously included in the segmented result (note that
local segmentation precedes the contour extraction process).
To eliminate this, a post processing step was used after con-
tour extraction. The contour on the left and right side of the
tooth is always convex in shape. Hence, whenever the con-
tour assumes a concave shape due to the erroneous inclusion
of a neighboring tooth image, that portion of the contour is
deleted.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The aforementioned procedure was used to extract the teeth
contour of images from CJIS Division’s Digitized Radiographic
Images database [16]. This database has two types of den-
tal radiographs. The radiographs obtained when the person
is alive are labeled as Ante-mortem (AM) radiographs and
those obtained after the death of the person are labeled as
Post-mortem (PM) radiographs. From this database a total
of 10 AM and 10 PM records were randomly selected. Each
record contains approximately3 films. There is a total of340
teeth represented in these films. The tooth contour extraction
algorithm was executed on these images and the results were
manually categorized into the following four types: (a) Per-
fectly segmented tooth (whole tooth) (P), (b) Perfectly seg-
mented crown (PC), (c) Contour that can be corrected at a
later stage (C), (d) Error in contour extraction (E). Figure4
shows examples for each of the above mentioned categories.

2In our implementation,λ1 = λ2 = 1 andµ = 2.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 4. Contour extracted using active contour without edges.
(a) and (b) Perfectly segmented (whole tooth) (P ); (c) and
(d) Perfectly segmented crown (PC); (e) and (f) Erroneous
contour can be corrected in the post-processing step (C); (g)
and (h) Error in contour extraction (E).

Fig. 5. Contour extraction of molars, pre-molars, canines and
incisors using active contour without edges.

Table 1 summarizes the performance of the proposed contour
extraction technique. Figure 5 shows the results that were
obtained using this algorithm on molars, pre-molars, canines
and incisors. As can be seen, a very smooth and accurate (i.e.,
tight) teeth contour is obtained using this algorithm. Also, the
contour extraction procedure is extremely fast approximately
0.16 second/tooth3.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Comparison of teeth contour extracted using snakes
algorithm5 and the proposed approach. (a) and (c) Contour
extracted using the snake-based algorithm; (b) and (d) Con-
tour extracted using active contour without edges. The pri-
mary difference between the two is the ability of the latter to
elicit a tighter boundary than the former. Note that both al-
gorithms are prone to errors. Extracting teeth contour from
dental films is indeed a challenging task.

The snakes algorithm as implemented by Chen and Jain
[6] was also used to extract the contour of the teeth images in
dental films. Figure 6 (a) and (c) shows the contour extracted
from two dental films using their technique. As is evident
from the results, the snake is not able to detect the contour of
many tooth entities in the dental films (e.g. lower left toothin
Figure 6 (c)). Also, the extracted contour does not fit tightly
around the actual boundary of the teeth. This is perhaps due
to the implicit limitations of the snake-based evolution tech-
niques. The contour extracted for the same set of films using
the proposed active contour without edges technique is shown
in Figure 6 (b) and (d). It can be seen that the contours are
extracted for most of the teeth in the films and they fit the
boundaries rather tightly. The error in the extracted contour
in Figure 6 (d) for the lower molar (red color) is due to incor-
rect teeth image segmentation in the previous stage. Figure
7 shows several examples of the extracted teeth contour on
other films.

3The CPU-time was calculated in a MATLAB environment
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Records Correct or partially Errors in contour Average time/tooth
correct contour extraction(%) extraction (E) in seconds

Perfect contour Perfect crown Contour can be corrected
extraction (P ) contour extraction (PC) at later stage (C)

10 (AM) 56.2 14.05 16.75 13.0 0.15
10 (PM) 60.0 11.61 14.83 13.56 0.17
20 (Total) 58.10 12.83 15.79 13.28 0.16

Table 1. Performance of the proposed teeth contour extraction algorithm.

Fig. 7. A few more examples of segmentation using active
contour without edges. As can be seen, some contours are in
error.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an active contour without edges algorithm is
used to extract the contour of teeth from dental images. This
is an important component of any Automated Dental Identi-
fication System (ADIS). As digital X-ray images of the teeth
usually do not exhibit sharp edges, the proposed algorithm
is used to extract the tooth contour using a technique that
depends on the intensity of the whole tooth region and not
just the edges. Experimental results suggest the efficacy of
the contour extraction process using the proposed technique.
The plan for future work includes combining the results of
multiple contour extraction algorithms to localize the teeth
more accurately and to incorporate the segmentation routine
in ADIS so as to facilitate tooth classification and matching
in large-scale dental identification.
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